Learning Tour

Objective: Students will be divided into groups to follow a guided tour of either UMC or 3-D Lab and Museum of Art. Alternative: Eller tour

Overview: How did professionals get where they are today?

Materials:
Carry a snack

Preparation: Preset tours with UMC 3-D Lab Museum of Art or Eller College
Remember to leave early enough to arrive to the tour on time. Some tours have maximum amount of visitors on tour. (3-D lab is 5 max)

Instructions: (about 3 hours, 20 min)

Part 1: (25 minutes)

a. Establish groups for separate tours and walk to tour destination

Part 2: (2 hours, 30 minutes)

a. Meet tour guide and attend tour. Students will share highlights when re-grouping.
b. When tour concludes, meet other group(s) for What did you learn today exercise and lunch.